III. The algebraic braid groups. The algebraic braid group of the projective plane on n strings, B"(P2), is defined to be the group on the 2n -1 generators Oy,o2,---,er"-y, Py,p2r--,P" subject to the following relations:
(i) oiOj = erjerii\i-j\'=2) ( The map taking er¡ onto the transposition (¡, i + 1) and each p} onto the identity is seen to be a homomorphism, say a, of Bn{P2) onto £," the symmetric group of degree n, with kernel, say, K"(P2). Let £>"(F2) denote the subgroup of all elements of B"iP2) which map, under a, onto permutations of S" leaving 1 fixed. Since the permutations of E" take any of 1,2,-, n into 1, D"(P2) is of index n in B"iP2). The elements M¡ = er^^y ••• <t, (i = 1,2, •••, m -1), M0 = 1 serve as right coset representatives of £>"(P2), since the permutation a(M,) takes i + 1 into 1, as does the image under a of any element of the coset M¡/)"(F2). Note that the M;'s form a Schreier system of coset representatives. That is, each "segment" (starting from the right) of an M¡ is also an M¡.
The following identities, derived from the relations (i) to (vi) will be used to determine a presentation of DJP2).
Lemma. In B"iP2) olMy = Mi(rek+yik<i, 8= ±1) afMi = Mi-yal+y erf'M, = M,_. p/M, = Mtpj+ttj+if U= ». e= ±D PÍ+^j = MAar+Wi-a^ptYiêm ±1) pjM» = MjpJ (j > i + 1, e = ± 1) wherea¡ = MfJ^ü^LyM^P roof. The last identity follows, by (iii), from the definition of M¡ and the first six identities were derived by Chow [5] , using the relations (i) and (ii) which BJfP2) has in common with B"(£2). Now a2a3---at = ery02---eTi_2oi2.y(ri_2---G2ery implies pi+yMi = pi+ycriMi-y =af1piMi.y = Miai+\af1---a2~1 pt. Lemma. D"(P2) is generated by <s2,a3,-~,on_y, Py,p2,-,pu, a2,a3,-,an.
Proof. Application of the Reidemeister-Schreier method [11, p. 309] gives the following elements as generators of Dj(P2)
where ß maps each element of Bn(P2) onto its coset representative. Chow [5] obtained the generators cj2,cs3,■■■,a"_l, a2,a3,---,a" from the ß(akM ¡)~ 1crkM ¡. However, future computations would be complicated if some one of the a,'s were singled out for exclusion.
Lemma. A presentation of Dn(P2) is given by the relations
(2) GjO-j + yCTj = CTj+y CTjCJj + y (3) a¡akcj~1 =ak(ki= j, j + 1) (4) o¡aftlx -ai+1 (5) OjUj +iCTji = a} lyüfij + y
PjO-fc = o-kPj (j ¥-k, k+ 1) (10) pjak = akpj(j>k) (II) p7 ' akpj = a/ijajl (1 <j < k).
(12) pjitPjXPj+iPi-°j Ü > 1) (13) pjlplpi-piajl(j>l) (14) p^-py l =p71a2---ai_1aJ1aJ-i1-.-a21 p,.
on ine generators a2,---,an,py,p2,---,pn,a2,o3,---an-y.
Proof. Since the M,'s form a Schreier system, a set of defining relators for Dn(P2) is given by expressing the relators The first two relators yield relations equivalent to (1) through (5) according to Chow [5] . Using the identities derived in the first lemma of this section, the remaining relators can be expressed in terms of the generators of The addition of (14) to the relations (1) to (13) is equivalent to the addition of this remaining relation. Let the subgroup of D"(F2) generated by p., a2,a3,---,a" be denoted by ^4"(P2). Since ^4"(P2) is a finitely generated subgroup of the finitely generated group Dn{P2), by direct computation one can prove the following Lemma. ^4"(F2) is a normal subgroup of DJfP2).
Since the generators px, a2,a3,---,a" of AJfP2) satisfy p2 = a2a3---a", A"iP2) is generated by pt and by any n -2 of the afs and is thus a homomorph of a free group of rank n -1. It will now be shown that An(P2) is in fact, for n > 2, a free group of rank n -1. For this, it suffices to exhibit a representation of D"(P2) in which the image of A"(P2) is free of rank n -1.
Let U" = {v,u2,u3, •■-,«": v2 = u2u3 •••«"}, a free group of rank n -1. The representation of D"(P2) to be exhibited is given by taking for the generators
Py,p2,---,p" the following automorphisms of Un.
ff,! Uj-*Uj (j¥=Í,Í + l), U¡-*Ui+y, U'+y-tUl'+yUVl+y, V -* V a¡: Uj-*u¡UjUt~ , v-tupuj1
Py\ Uj-*VUjV~l, v-*v and if i > 1, p¡: Uj-*w~íUjW (j > i) whete w = v~1u2---u¡-yulu¡~}y-u2v
These automorphisms, which were suggested by the proof of the above lemma, can now be shown to satisfy relations (1) to (14) of Dn(P2). Note that the inner automorphism group of Un is generated by the automorphisms pu a2,a3,---,a" and that these generators satisfy relation (6), p2 = a2a3 ■■■ a". Since Í7. = {v,u2,•••,«,: v2 = u2 •••«"}, a free group of rank n -1, is centerless for n > 2, it is isormorphic with its inner automorphism group under the correspondence v*-*py, u¡++a¡. This is sufficient to prove the following Lemma. If n >2, An(P2) is a free group of rank n -1 with the presentation {py,a2,a3,-,a"
: p2 = a2a3 -a,}.
Corollary. B"(P2) is an infinite group for n>2.
Since An(P2) = {py,a2,a3,---,a": p\ = a2a3---aH} is normal in Dn(P2), a presentation of the factor group D"(P2)/A"(P2) is obtained from the presentation of Dn(P2) given above by adding the relations pt = 1, a2 = l, a3 = l,--, a"= 1. The addition of these relations annihilates relations (3), (4), (5), (6), (10), (11), (13) and (14) while altering (7) 
is generated by cr2,a3,---,an_y,p2,---,pn subject to the relations:
(1) Oj<Tk = akOj{\j-k\ =2)
(2) CTjCTj +yCTj = CTj + y CJjCTj + j (9) pjOk = o-kpj (j ¥= fc, fc + 1) (8) a.p.+ 1o-. = pJ (12) pjAPj"lPJ+iPj = of (J > 1)
The factor group Dn(P2)¡A"(P2) is now seen to be the braid group B"_y(P2) on Lemma. B2(P2) is a dicyclic group of order 16.
Proof. Recall that The relation rj2 = p2 implies that c1p71 =o-f1p1 and hence that (oyPy'1)4 = erypl1 oypf 1of1pyO-y~1py = (j2. Conversely the relations (erypf1)4 = a2 and a\ -p\ imply that eTypy1alpf 1of1p1of1py = o\ . Then B2(P2) = {Pi.ffa.Otpr1)4 = p\ = <J\), » which is, by [6] , a presentation of the dicyclic group of order 16.
Lemma. K2(P2) is the quaternion group.
Proof. The map a : B2(P2) -* I.2 takes o¡ onto the transposition (1,2) and Py,p2 onto the identity permutation. Since a2= p2in B2(P2), adding the relations p, = 1 and p2 = 1 to B2(P2) gives a presentation of S2, namely {cr, : o\ = 1}. The kernel K2(P2) of a is therefore the consequence of these two additional relations, that is the smallest normal subgroup of B2(P2) containing px and p2.K2(P2) is thus the subgroup of B2(P2) generated by p, and p2, provided it is normal in B2(P2) (this fact will soon be evident since it is of index 2 in B2(P2)). First note, since (oyp'y1 )*= er\, that (p\~1erff = er\ and then, since p\~1ery = PyOy1 that o y = (pf1of)A' = (pyery1)4 = (ffiPi"1)4 = °T2-But then o\ = 1 which in turn implies pf=l. Next note, since er2 = p2, that P2 = i<Tf1pi°~i~i)2 =^ffiPi^i2Pi^\1 = o'y'1 p yp'y2 p pal1 ~ er]2 and thus pi = er2 = pf 2 = p\. Since p\ = pf2 implies p2py = p2lPyl, the relation p^1 P~il P2P1 = °l yields (p2Py)2 = o-2y=p\.
It is now clear that p, and p2 satisfy (p2px)2 = p\ = p|. Therefore if {Pi»P2: P2 = Pi =(/,2Pi)2} is not a presentation of K2(P2), then it presents a group which is too large and relations, not a consequence of these, must be added to it in order to get the desired presentation. However K2(P2), being a group of index 2 in a group of order 16, has order 8 and {py,p2: p\ = p\ = (p2Pi)2} is, by [6] , a presentation of the quaternion group, a group of order 8.
Corollary.
(pyp2)2 = of has order 2 in B2(P2).
Proof. First note that (PiP2)2 = c2, since (p2py)2 = p\ = o\, and recall that a\ = 1. It suffices to show that cr2 = (pyp2)2 # 1. The assumption that (pyp2)2 = 1 implies that K2(P2) is Klein's four-group, contrary to the above lemma.
Lemma. A2(P2) is cyclic of order 4. Definition. 7iy(B0,"(JV/)) is called the geometric braid group of M on n strings and will be denoted by G"(M).
2. Gn(P2). Fix n distinct points Xy,x2,--,xnin P2 to serve, in the given order, as the base point of F0¡n(P2).
Let s¡, 1 -i ^ n -1, and r" 1 = i = n, denote the elements of Gn(P2) indicated by the paths shownin Figure 1 , where the projective plane is represented as a disc with antipodal points of the boundary identified. Lemma. sx 1 -••siJ2si2-ySi-2---Sy, which will be denoted by bit is represented by the path indicated in Figure 5 . Figure 5 Let y:G"(P2)-»£" denote the homomorphism induced by the covering space p: F0jn(P2)-»B0j"(P2) and observe that the kernel of y is ity(F03"(P2)) and that y maps s¡ onto the transposition (i, i + 1) and rt onto the identity permutation of SI Consider the fiber map/:
Fq^F^^Fo^.^F2) where /(Pi,p2,---,pB) = (P2>-",Pn)-The fiber F"_t;1(P2)over(x2,-",xn) consists of those points of P2 which are distinct from x2,-",x". Let Xy be the base point in F"_yjt(F2) and í7:Fn_lfl(F2)-»F0jn(F2) the inclusion map given by n(p) = (p,x2,--,xn).
Recall that, when n ^ 2, 7i;2(F0i"(F2)) = 0. This gives, for n ^ 3, the homotopy sequence of the fibering /: F0n(F2)-^F0n_1(F2) l^ny(Fn-Uy(P2))^rry(F0¡n(P2))f4ny(F0yn_y(P2))^l which will be called the fundamental exact sequence for G"(P2).
V. The isomorphism. First note that the correspondence ff,-»Su Pi~*r¡ defines a homomorphism epn : Bn(P2) -y Gn(P2), and that the following diagram commutes.
Bn(P2)-^+Gn(P2)
The following result is proved as for F2 [9] .
Lemma. epn is an isomorphism if and only if the restriction \pn of epn to Kn(P2) is an isomorphism. where the generators of BB_j(P2) are taken to be o2,a3,---,an_y, p2,p3,---,p" and thebasepoint for ny(F0,"-y(P2)) is (x2,x3,---,x") if the base point for 7ti(F0)" (P2)) is (xy,x2,---,x"). The map 9" will now be defined.
Let Xy be the base point for F"-1A(P2), the set of points of P2 distinct from x2,x3, ■••,xn. lfF"-yA(P2) is considered to be the set of points of the open Möbius strip P2 -x" which are distinct from x2,x3, •••,x"_1 then its fundamental group is readily seen to be the free group generated by ru b2,b3,---,b"-y. However, in order to effect the isomorphism 0", the generator bn and its annihilating relation rf= byb2---b" are included in the presentation
Recall that
JtiiFn-UP2)) = {ry,b2,b3,-,bn: r\ = b2b3-bn}.
A"(P2) = {py,a2,a3,-,a": p\ = a2a3 -an}.
The map 6n, n -3, is defined to be the isomorphism between these two free groups of rank n -1 given by 8" : py-> rt, a, -» b¡. With this definition of 0", the above diagram is commutative. On applying the "Five Lemma" to this diagram the following lemma follows inductively.
Lemma. \J/" is an isomorphism, n -2, provided \¡/2 is an isomorphism.
To show that ij/2 is an isomorphism, the homotopy sequence of the fibering /: F0 2(P2) ~*F0 ¡(P2) and the fundamental exact sequence of B2(P2) will now be brought into play. is commutative and, since 02 and \py are isomorphisms, \p2 is, by the "Five Lemma," an isomorphism. To show that À has this property, the homotopy sequence of the fibering X: stf2(S2) -> s/y(S2) will be employed. The fiber here is the set of points of S2 which avoid an antipodal pair of points, that is an open annulus, which will be denoted by F2*y(S2). Since n2(s/2(S2)) = 0 and Ky(s4y(S2)) = nt(S2) = 1, one obtains the exact sequence
Now nfis^yiS2)) = 7r2(S2) is infinite cyclic, as is 7r1(F2*1(S2)), since F2>1iS2) is of the same homotopy type as S1. But then, since TZy(sá2(S2)) = Xy(V32) is cyclic of order 2, d takes the generator of n2(s/y(S2)) onto the square of a generator of 7T,(F21(S2)). Recall that <t:S2-*P2, the map which identifies antipodal points, induces the covering map £": ^/"(S2)->■ F0n(F2) with a discrete fiber of 2" points, and consider the diagram (F2)) is an isomorphism, while £2. and (¡y*: l->Tiy(F0ty(P2)) are monomorphisms. Also recall that FlA(P2) is F2 with the point x2 deleted and consider F2¡l(S2) to be S2 with the antipodal pair ± x2 deleted. The map {': Ffyl(S2)-*Fyy(P2) induced by £ maps a path between a point of F2y(P2) and its antipodal point, along a great circle, onto the generator rt of TtyiFlAiP2)) and hence maps a generator of the infinite cyclic group ityiF*yiP2)), a path along a great circle beginning and terminating with xu onto r\ in 7t1 (F1>1(F2) ). But then, since ¿¿«Ms an isomorphism while d maps the generator ofn2(Ay(S2)) onto the square of the generator ny(F*tl(S2)) and Çm maps the generator of 7t,(F21(S2)) onto r\ in 7ii(FM(P2)), it follows that ¿".d^'maps the generator of n2(F0A(P2) onto r* in ityiFy^iP2)) and hence, by the commutativity of the above diagram, so does A. As noted above, this gives the following lemma.
Lemma. \¡/2 is an isomorphism.
[March On observing that By(P2) = {Pl: p\= 1} and Gy(P2) = 7t1(P2) = {r1: r\ = 1}, one now obtains the following theorem.
Theorem.
The algebraic and geometric braid groups, Bn(P2) and Gn(P2), of the projective plane are isomorphic under cb: p, -> r" cx¡ -* s¡.
VI. Main results and conclusion. 1. Properties of the braid groups of P2.
Theorem. By(P2) is cyclic of order 2, B2(P2) is a dicyclic group of order 16, while Bn(P2) is infinite for n = 3.
Proof. Bt(P2) = 7Ti(F0>1(P2)) -ny(P2) is cyclic of order 2, B2(P2) is identified in §111, and Bn(P2) contains the free group An(P2) if n ^ 3.
Though it has already been shown algebraically that (ff1<T2...o-B_1)'1 # 1 in Bn(P2), a geometric proof of this fact, essentially that used by Fadell [7] to solve the Dirac String Problem, is now given. Theorem [9] . B2iS2) is cyclic of order 2, B3iS2) is a ZS-metacyclic group of order 12, while B"(S2) is infinite for n = 4.
The groups ByiP2), B2(P2), B2(S2), B3(S2) are thus finite groups; while <jya2---a"-y has order 2n in Bn(P2) for n -3 and in Bn(S2) for n = 4 as shown in §111 and in [9] respectively. Combining these results with the theorem of Fadell and Neuwirth on the existence of elements of finite order, one obtains the following Theorem. If M2 is a compact 2-manifold or E2, then the n-string braid group ofM2 has elements of finite order if and only if M2 is S2 or P2.
2. The Word Problem for the braid groups of F2. Chow's solution of the Word Problem for B"(E2) [5] makes use of the fact that the exact sequence 1^ An(E2)l-+D"(E2)lBn.y(E2)^l gives Dn(E2) as a direct product of ^4"(E2) by Bn_y(E2). An attempt to carry this proof through for Bn(S2) fails however, since cr1o-2 •■• rj"_2 = o-f1erf1---a~}2 holds in Bn_y(S2) but not in B"(S2), so that B"_y(S2) is not naturally imbedded in Bn(S2) ifn = 3.
In solving the Word Problem for B"(S2), Fadell [9] considered the isomorphic fundamental exact sequences 1->A"(S2)->Kn(S2) -> K".y(S2)-H of Bn(S2) and Gn(S2), and used the fact that the locally trivial fiber space (F0>n(S2), n, F0,"-y(S2)) admits cross sections for n -4. Recall that the fiber map X: sfn+y(S2) -* ¿¿"(S2) with fiber F*"A(S2) consisting of n distinct pairs of antipodal points of S2, and consider the following commutative diagram 1 -ny(F*2nA(S2))^ny(sin+y(S2)) -Jny(rfn(S2)) -1 <p* <t>n+l.
<£n* 1 -nÁF",y(P2)) -> ^i(F0,n+1(P2)) "* 7ty(F0tn(P2)) -+ 1 arising from the homomorphism from the exact homotopy sequence of (s#"+1(S2),X,s/"(S2)) to the fundamental exact sequence of G"(P2) where cf>": .j/b(S2)->F0j"(P2) is the map induced by the identification cb of antipodal points of S2. Fadell has shown [7] that the fiber space (j^"+1(S2),X,s/"(S2)) admits cross sections by exhibiting a cross section where x0(x1,x2,•••,x") lies on the geodesic from x2 to xlt sufficiently close to X! to avoid ± xl5 ± x2,--, + x". The fact that the locally trivial fiber space (s#n+y(S2),X,jrf"(S2)) admits cross sections implies that ny(s/"+1(S2)) is a semidirect product of ny(FtnA(S2)) by Tiy(s/n(S2)). One hopes that the cross section a will induce a cross section (F0n+1(P2),7i;,Fo>n(P2)) which will in turn give 7ti(F0n+1(P2)) as a semidirect product of ny(F"ty(P2)) by ity(F0t"(P2)) so that the solution of the Word Problem for B,,(P2) will go through as it did for B"(S2). But this is not the case as will be shown next. In order that the correspondence p:F0"+1(P2)->F0n(P2) induced by a be continuous, it is necessary that Xo(£iXj,E2X2,
•■•,£"X") = + Xo(X1;X2, •••,X") for any assignment of l's and -l's to the e,'s. That is, if any one or more of the arguments x1,x2,--,x" of x0(xy,x2,---,x") is replaced by its antipode, then the mapx0: ^"(S2)-» S2 must yield x0(x1,x2,---,xn) or its antipode. But if Xy and x2 are orthogonal, then x0(x1,x2,x3,"-,x") and x0(xy, -x2,x3,---,x") ate distinct and nonantipodal, since they lie on opposite sides of Xy in the interior of the half of the great circle containing Xy and ± x2.
Lemma. The fiber space (F03(P2),7t,F0j2(P2)) admits cross sections.
Proof. Let P2 be represented as the unit sphere in E3 with antipodes identified. A cross section is given by p(xy,x2) = (xy x x2,x1,x2).
